
in partnership with

Bulk Kerbside Collection

For a detailed list of allowable and non-allowed 
items, visit handel.group/GCBulk

Soft flooring  
and mattresses

Timber, tiles, bricks, 
mirrors and glass

Electrical items

Soft furnishings and 
large furniture

Garden organics

ACCEPTED 
WASTE

Pick ‘n’ pack

Household items



Organics

Hazardous waste such as 
asbestos and fibro sheets 
are also a big no, no and 

can only be disposed of in 
a special order ‘Contami-

nated FLEXiSKiP®’ 
Call us for more details.

Batteries or mobile 
phones

Oils, solvents 
and paint

USING YOUR FLEXiSKiP®

Hazardous

Step 1

Let’s unpack 

Today’s the day to de-clutter! Let’s grab your FLEXiSKiP®  
out of its box (it’s super light) and lay it out flat, ready 

to be filled.

Step 2

Setting up

Hop inside your FLEXiSKiP® (go on, we know you 
want to), lift all four sides up, then fold one side  

out and down over itself.

Step 3

Ready to go

Fold out the remaining three sides, pushing out the  
bottom corners as you go (you’ll be a FLEXiSKiP® master 

before you know it).

Step 6

Ahhh perfect!

When full, open the FLEXiSKiP® by handel: App to scan 
the QR code located in the sleeve on your FLEXiSKiP® 
for collection. Then simply sit back and congratulate 
yourself on a now clean abode while we have it collected 
within 3 business days. Don’t have a smart phone? No 
problem, visit www.handel.group/GCBulkCollection 

for alternate options or call 1300 887 842

Step 5

Find the best place

Once half-full, raise all sides and place within four metres 
of the kerb, on your property. Also, make sure there are 
no obstructions like powerlines, driveways and cars. 
Items left on the kerb outside of the FLEXiSKiP® will 
not be collected. These items may be considered as 
rubbish illegally dumped on public land and as such, 

local laws will apply. 

Step 4

Time to start filling

Fill FLEXi up! Make sure all heavy items are below the 
heavy fill line i.e. concrete, bricks, rocks and those 
ugly retro tiles which have lasted the test of time.  
And remember; if you’re not filling on your kerb, then 

only fill it part way so it’s not too heavy to move.

NOT ACCEPTED 
WASTE

No, no, no

Our FLEXiSKiP®s are built tough but we don’t 
want you overfilling them. If the two long 

straps can touch each other then you’re good 
to go. If not, you may need to order a buddy 

and charges will apply.City of Gold Coast terms and conditions may supersede FLEXiSKiP by handel:’s terms and conditions. 
Please visit www.handel.group/GCBulkTsandCs


